
Foundations - Generally 600mm x 300mm insitu concrete strip foundations, RC35. Bottom of foundation to be 900mm from ground level, or to invert depth of any

existing drainage or existing foundations,  whichever is greater. Foundations to the existing structure are to be investigated further before work commences and if

required, structural engineers report to be obtained, any required remedial work to be carried out. Report to be submitted to local authority. Foundations are to comply

with NHBC Standards Chapter 4.2 Building Near trees.  All foundations are to be taken down to the necessary depth as will not impair the stability of any part of the

building by swelling or shrinking of the subsoil due to the proximity of the trees/shrubs. Measures may also be necessary to accommodate seasonal movement as

required.

Substructure - Load bearing walls for use below DPC to be dense aggregate blocks, density in excess of 1500kg/m3 or compressive strength of 7N/mm2. Where

drainage passes through walls insert concrete lintel over, allowing 50mm clearance all around, and masked on both sides, or to be sleeved.

External walls- Cavity wall construction, thickness 300mm, 'U' value 0.27 W/m2K maximum, comprising Outer leaf, 100mm facing bricks, style to match existing,

5N/mm2 minimum strength. Inner leaf, 100mm lightweight aggregate blocks, strength 7.0 N/mm2, density 1375-kg/m3.  100mm cavity fully filled with 100mm dritherm

32, installed in accordance with manufacturer's  instructions and recommendations.DPC,  in both leaves to be Caviroll Premium OPC by Cavity Trays Limited, or other

equal and approved, to BS 6515, to be 150mm minimum above ground level, and to lap DPM. Wall Ties, to be stainless steel vertical twist type B wall ties spaced at

750mm horizontally and 450mm vertically to BS 1243: 1978, with insulation retaining clips. Air vents, provide and fix open perpend vents to head of cavity walls at

1500mm centers. All new brick/block work to be toothed to existing, and where required new cavities to be continued into existing. Cavity fill to be kept 225mm below

dpc level.

Opening in external walls.- Generally,  openings in external walls to have Birtley 'Supergalv' lintels or similar. Size and type to be advised by manufacturers,  installed to

manufacturer's  instructions with minimum bearing at both ends to be 150mm.  Jambs to be closed at cavities with a Quickcloser by Cavity Trays Ltd or other equal and

approved. All door and window frames to lap insulation by 30mm.

Existing Lintels - Check all lintels/beams for adequacy to support additional loads. Building control to confirm lintels are suitable. Any unsuitable lintels to be replaced.

Internal walls (If applicable) Stud Partition:- To comprise of 50 x 100mm sw studs at 600mm centers horizontally  and noggins at 900mm centers vertically where

required, partially filled with 25mm insulation of minimum density 10kg/m3, between minimum density 10 kg/m3. Load bearing timber walls:- to BS 5268. Lateral restraint

straps to be provided at 2m centers where internal load bearing walls meet floor levels and ceiling below roof.

First Floor Construction- Floor joists to be formed out of a min. 47mm x 195mm at 400mm ctrs. Floors levels to match existing. 200mm sound insulation to be provided

between joists.Provide lateral restraint straps to floor. Ensure floor levels match existing. Underside of floor to be provided with 12.5mm layer of Fireline board.

Roof structure - Main roof - Main roof to be formed out of pre-fabricated roof trusses. Details/calculations  to be provided to building control for approval. All

bracing/strapping  etc. to be provided as details. Tile Battens; 38 x 25 not less than 1200mm long soft wood timber, preservative treated and free from defects to BS 4471

fixed to rafters with 55mm long 2.4g nails in galvanised wire to BS 1202.  Kingspan Nilvent breather membrane to be draped over rafters and insulation, and laid over a

continuous eaves strip, in accordance with manufacturer's  instructions. A 50mm void is to be retained below tile battens and breather membrane. All joints to breather

membrane to be fully sealed with tape as specified in accordance with breather membrane manufacturers recommendations.  Breather membrane to be lapped at least

150mm either side of the ridge. All timber to be to BS 4471 impregnated with Protim 'Prerad A' or other similar and approved. Gable wall to be retained with 30 x 5ms

galvanised straps at 1500mm centers at verge and ceiling levels with 75 x 50 noggins between three trusses. Roof tiles to be match existing and be suitable for proposed

roof pitch.

Roof insulation - Main roof - Rockwool or similar loft insulation to be provided to ceiling. 100mm between ceiling joists and 200mm running perpendicular.

Roof structure Flat Roof  - Flat roof to be constructed out of 47mm x 147mm C24 timbers at 400mm ctrs.Roof to be insulated as a 'Warm' roof. Firings to be laid over falt

roof joists, 18mm external grade OSB over. Provide VCL over OSB then 120mm PIR board with an additional 18mm external grade OSB over. Final approved

waterproof covering to be provided over.

Roof to lean to over kitchen - Provide 47mm x 147mm C16 rafters at 400mm ctrs. Rafters doubled up around roof lights. Fix rafters to a 47 x 147mm wall bearer

anchored to the existing masonry via 12mm bolts at 600mm staggered ctrs. Provide a 47mm x 95mm wallplate and provide wallplate starps at max. 2m ctrs.Kingspan

Nilvent breather membrane to be draped over rafters and insulation,  and laid over a continuous eaves strip, in accordance with manufacturer's  instructions. A 50mm void

is to be retained below tile battens and breather membrane. All joints to breather membrane to be fully sealed with tape as specified in accordance with breather

membrane manufacturers recommendations.  Gable wall to be retained with 30 x 5ms galvanised straps at 1500mm centers at verge and ceiling levels with 75 x 50

noggins between three rafters. Roof tiles to be match existing and be suitable for proposed roof pitch.

Roof insulation to lean to over kitchen  - Provide 100mm PIR between rafters and a 37.5mm insulated plasterboard to the underside.

Roof to lean to over W.C. & Utility - Provide 47mm x 147mm C16 rafters & ceiling joists at 400mm ctrs. Provide a 47mm x 95mm wallplate and provide wallplate starps at

max. 2m ctrs.Kingspan  Nilvent breather membrane to be draped over rafters and insulation, and laid over a continuous eaves strip, in accordance with manufacturer's

instructions.  A 50mm void is to be retained below tile battens and breather membrane. All joints to breather membrane to be fully sealed with tape as specified in

accordance with breather membrane manufacturers recommendations.  Gable wall to be retained with 30 x 5ms galvanised straps at 1500mm centers at verge and

ceiling levels with 75 x 50 noggins between three rafters. Roof tiles to be match existing and be suitable for proposed roof pitch.

Roof insulation to ceiling over W.C. & Utility room - Rockwool or similar loft insulation to be provided to ceiling. 100mm between ceiling joists and 200mm running

perpendicular .

Roof over Entrance Porch - See engineers details Provide a 47mm x 95mm wallplate and provide wallplate starps at max. 2m ctrs.Kingspan Nilvent breather

membrane to be draped over rafters and insulation, and laid over a continuous eaves strip, in accordance with manufacturer's  instructions. A 50mm void is to be retained

below tile battens and breather membrane. All joints to breather membrane to be fully sealed with tape as specified in accordance with breather membrane

manufacturers recommendations.  Gable wall to be retained with 30 x 5ms galvanised straps at 1500mm centers at verge and ceiling levels with 75 x 50 noggins between

three rafters. Roof tiles to be match existing and be suitable for proposed roof pitch.

Existing Garage Walls - Line out garage walls with 47mm x 95mm timber studs. Provide a breatherable felt on the outside face of the studwork. Ensure a minimum of 30mm

air gap is provided between stud wall and existing masonry. Insulate with a 75mm PIR board between studs ad a 37.5mm insulated plasterboard over.

Existing garage floor - Provide a 1200 guage DPM over existing slab and insulate with 75mm PIR board or sufficient that levels match existing dwelling. Provide a 22mm

chipboard over.

Garage Roof - Insulate garage as a warm roof as per section

Roof insulation to ceiling over Entrance Porch - Rockwool or similar loft insulation to be provided to ceiling. 100mm between ceiling joists and 200mm running perpendicular .

Lead Work - Code 4 lead flashing and cavity tray to all roof / wall junctions, Cavity tray to be by Cavity Trays limited or other equal and approved, installed in accordance with

manufacturer's instructions and recommendations, lead flashing to comply with BS 1178. Valley's to be code 4 lead lined valley supported on 18 x 300mm WBP grade valley

board Tiles to be cut and bedded in mortar bedded on an undercloak to provide a 125mm channel.

Ventilation. Windows to habitable rooms to have an opening light equivalent to 1/20 floor area of the room. Background ventilation to be provided in all habitable rooms equal

to 8000mm2 provided by trickle vents in the window head not less than 1750m m above FFL. Alternatively airbrick with hit and miss ventilators located through external wall.

Kitchen and utility areas to be provided with mechanical extract ventilation equal to 30ltrs / second plus background ventilation equal to 4000mm2 by way of trickle

ventilation, if the extract ventilation in kitchen is not via a cooker hood, then ventilation is to be equal to 60ltrs / second. All extractor fan ducting is to be encased with 12mm

of plasterboard with skim to provide 30minute fire resistance where appropriate.

Finishes - Timber Walls: 1 layers plasterboard to BS 1230 and Carlite skim. Supported and nailed at all edges to battens, joists or noggins. Block Walls, to be 12.5mm

plasterboard and dabs, or other equal and approved, fixed in accordance with manufacturer's instructions, laid true and even complete with all edge protection as necessary.

Ceiling: to be 12.5mm plasterboard to BS 1230 and Carlite skim. Supported and nailed at all edges to battens, joists or noggins, vapour control layer to be provided between

the joists and the  plasterboard. Where required garage floor: to be power floated to the recommendations of BS 8204. All joints to be well sealed.

Windows and Glazing - Windows to be to clients request upvc double glazed windows. Windows to habitable rooms at first floor level and to inner rooms to be fire escape

windows giving minimum clear opening dimensions of 450mm x 750mm.  Roof Lights, by Velux, complete with flashing and linings, style/size to be approved by client.  All

glazing to be double-glazed to BS 5713 and BS 6262, with 20mm air gap and a 'soft' low E coating, or double glazed with a 16mm argon filled cavity and a 'soft' low E

coating. 'U' value for windows to be 1.6W/m2K, and for doors to be 1.8W/m2K minimum. NOTE: Due to amount of glazing required a SAP calculations will be required to be

provided to Building Control to prove compliance. All glazing below 800mm in windows and glazed panels in doors below 1500mm and glazing within 300mm either side of

doors to be safety glass, to BS 6206.

Smoke Alarms:- Smoke alarms and heat detectors to be mains wired and interlinked, within 3m of bedrooms and 7m of other rooms, to BS 5839.

Electrical installation - The electrical installation to be designed, installed, inspected, tested and certified in accordance with 8S 7671:2001 Requirements for Electrical

Installations (lEE Wiring Regulations 17th Edition). Switch and socket outlets for lighting and other equipment to be between 450 - 1200mm above FFL. Details of the

competent person who will be responsible for the design, installation, inspection, testing and certification of the electrical installation to be submitted to the local authority

prior to work commencing on site.

Lighting:- 1 out of 3 rooms to be illuminated with energy efficient lights, the circuit is only to take lamps having a luminous efficiency greater than 40 lumens per circuit watt.

Plumbing Installation:- All fittings to be selected by client and to be fixed and secured to manufacturer's instructions. Soil and waste systems: To comply with BS 8301 & 5572

and water authority regulations. All drainage pipe work to be PVC 50mm (min) diameter, deep seal traps to be provided to all fittings. Hot and cold water systems: All service

pipes to be either copper or PVC and be insulated throughout their length.

Foul water Drainage. - Foul water drainage could not be fully ascertained on site. Drainage to be agreed with Building Control once exposed. Any new drain is to be laid at

not more than 1:40 in pea gravel of 10mm and is to be 110mm UPVC, to BS EN 1401.  Roddable gulley's are to be used and inspection chambers to be used where the run

changes direction. Where drainage passes under a floor slab, the drain is to be laid on 100mm gravel graded between 5mm and 10mm, gravel is to be taken up to half the

depth of the pipe and then covered with 150mm concrete covering. Any new soil vent pipes to finish at least 900mm above any window opening within 3m. If Northumbria

Water drainage will e affected then they must be contacted and advised of the affected transferred asset.

Rainwater goods - Rainwater pipes, gutters and fittings to be upvc to match existing. Fitted in accordance with manufacturer's instructions and recommendations. Surface

water to be taken back to existing surface water drain.

Heating/Hot water - Existing heating system to be investigated by corgi registered plumber before work commences. If possible existing hot water/central heating system to

be extended. System to be designed to meet Clean Air Act and provide 21°C in living rooms and 18°C in bedrooms when external temperature is -1°C.  Radiators to be fitted

with thermostatic radiator valves. If new boiler is fitted it is to be installed as per the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister Publication" Domestic Heating Compliance Guide".

Existing structure - Where new work is to be carried out all existing structure to be removed. All sanitary and kitchen fittings and shelving to be removed. All drainage that is

not to be re-used to be disconnected, and blocked below ground floor slab level, any voids to be made good.

Others - All fitted furniture, kitchen and bathroom fittings, to be selected by client and installed to the manufacturer's instructions and recommendations. .

Steel beams - All padstones to be concrete grade C25 min and 225mmdeep, a padstone is required at the end of all of the beams and it is to be bedded into the masonry.

Structural engineer to advise on extension design and requirements for windposts/lintel design for corner window/door design.All steelwork in contact with or on external

masonry to be painted with 2 coats of black bitumastic paint.

All purlins / beams to be as structural calculations, and half hour fire protected with gyproc fireline board, to manufacturer's instructions and recommendations. Suitable

Structural Calculations for steel beams to be provided to Building Control for approval prior to commencement of works on site.

Notes - It is the Clients responsibility to ensure that the drawing fully complies with their requirements.

All drainage issues must be checked prior to commencement on site.  In some cases the underground drainage may be assumed and may vary from those shown in the

plans.

All dimensions and loads are to be checked on site prior to commencement of work.  All work and materials are to be in accordance with the relevant British standards,

Codes of practice and Trade recommendations and instructions. All Party Wall issues are the responsibility of the homeowner. All CDM requirements must be assumed by

the chosen principle contractor.

1. Contractor is to ensure adequate provision is taken for lifting steelwork, timber and masonry during the course of this project.
2. Contractor is to ensure adequate provision is taken for working at height and near adjacent public rights of way.
3. Contractor is to ensure the property is adequately supported and restrained before the masonry is removed to create the openings or
underpinning works undertaken.
4. Contractor is to ensure that adequate safety provision is given to delivery and removal of materials to and from site respectively.
5. Contractor to ensure they take adequate provision for working below ground level.
6. Contractor to make sure ladders are in good condition, at the correct angle and secured.
7. Contractor to prevent people and materials falling from roofs, gable ends, working platforms and other open edges using guardrails, midrails
and toeboards.
8. Contractor to prevent dust by using wet cutting and vacuum extraction on tools; use a vacuum cleaner rather than sweeping; use a suitable,
well-fitting mask.
9. Contractor to turn electricity supply and other services off before drilling into walls.
10. Contractor not to use excavators or power tools near suspected buried services.
11. Contractor to keep the site secure to prevent unauthorised access and to net scaffolds, use rubbish chutes as necessary.
12. If it is suspected that asbestos might be present, don’t start work until a demolition/refurbishment survey has been carried out and make
sure everyone on the site is aware of the results.
13. Both Client and Main Contractor / sub contractors should be aware of there responsibility under the 2015 CDM Health and Safety
regulations which came in to force April 2015. More information can be found at http://www.hse.gov.uk/
14. Note the client or contractor may need to employ the services of a Health and Safety advisor.
15. Notification should be given if a project involves more than 30 days and more than 20 men working simultaneously or the construction
exceeds 500 person days.
16. Client duty to notify.
17. The Contractor is to prepare and issue a Construction Phase Plan prior to starting the construction works.
18. Note this list is not exhaustive and further additional points may be recorded and actioned by the contractor prior to, and during the
construction phase of this project.

THE PARTY WALL ACT

If your intended building involves either work on an existing wall shared with another neighbour , building on the boundary
with a neighbouring property or excavating near a neighbouring building, then by law you must serve a statutory notice on all adjoining owners
to inform them of your proposals.
If the neighbour agrees to the proposed work in writing prior to work starting on site then the agreed work can go ahead. The neighbour
should be given
14 days to reply to the notice. If however the neighbour does not agree with the proposed work or does not reply to the notice then a
dispute is regarded to
have a risen. If you carry out the work without written permission of your neighbour and problems are caused to your Neighbours house due to
your development on
your land then an independent surveyor may be called in and you could be made to pay compensation to rectify any problems. For a full
explanation of the party wall act
see the booklet published by the Department of the Environment.

INSURANCE

It is recommended that the client notify works to their current Household Building Insurance Provider prior to commencing on site.

Foundations to be takken
down a minimum of 900mm
below existing ground level.
Final depth tbc by Building
control.

47 x 95mm std walls filled
with acoustic insulation and
lined with 12.5mm
plasterboard and 3mm skim.

Flat roof to be formed as follows:
- Min. 47x147mm joists at 400mm ctrs
- Firing to create fall as required.
- 18mm external OSB
- Vapour control layer
- 120mm PIR insulation
- 18mm external OSB
- Approved weatherproof covering

Walls to be fully filled with
cavity batts and achieve a
maximum 'U' value of
0.28w2mk.

Floor to be formed as follows: 150mm
compacted hardcore, 25mm sand blinding,
1200 gauge DPM, 75mm PIR board, 500
gauge seperating layer, 25mm perimeter
insulation and 100mm concrete slab.

47 x 95mm std walls
partially filled with 75mm
PIR board with a
37.5mm insulated PIR
board over and a 3mm
skim

Build up external leaf to suit.

Provide Fireline board to store
walls & ceiling, or 6mm
Superlux board to provide
30mins fire protection.

Floor to be formed as follows:1200 gauge
DPM laid ove existing slab, 75mm PIR
board with an 18mm chipboard over.

Provide a breatherable
membrane to the oustide face
of all timber stud walls facing
the single leaf brickwork.
Ensure a minimum of 50mm
gap is provided between the
studwork and external leaf.
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Walls to be fully filled with
cavity batts and achieve a
maximum 'U' value of
0.28w2mk.

Walls to be fully filled with
cavity batts and achieve a
maximum 'U' value of
0.28w2mk.

Walls to be fully filled with
cavity batts and achieve a
maximum 'U' value of
0.28w2mk.

Walls to be fully filled with
cavity batts and achieve a
maximum 'U' value of
0.28w2mk.

Double up joists under any
stud partition wall.

Insulate floor with 100mm
Rockwool or similar acoustic
insulation. 12.5mm
plasterboard to underside with
a 3mm skim.

Cavities to made continuous
with existing cavity wall.

Cavities to made continuous
with existing cavity wall.

New roof to be formed out of
pre fabricated roof trusses.
Calculations to be provided to
building control for approval.

Provide lateral restraint strap
to roof at gable wall position

Provide lateral restraint strap
to roof at gable wall position

Provide roof with 270mm
Rockwool insulation.

Provide roof with 270mm
Rockwool insulation.

Floor joists to be a minimum of
47 x 195mm C24 at 400mm
ctrs.

Floors to level with existing.

Floors to level with existing. Floors to level with existing.

Utility layout to be
confirmed by client. Floor to be formed as follows: 150mm

compacted hardcore, 25mm sand blinding,
1200 gauge DPM, 75mm PIR board, 500
gauge seperating layer, 25mm perimeter
insulation and 100mm concrete slab.

Foundations to be takken
down a minimum of 900mm
below existing ground level.
Final depth tbc by Building
control.

Foundations to be takken
down a minimum of 900mm
below existing ground level.
Final depth tbc by Building
control.

Foundations to be takken
down a minimum of 900mm
below existing ground level.
Final depth tbc by Building
control.

Flat roof to be formed as follows:
- Min. 47x147mm joists at 400mm ctrs
- Firing to create fall as required.
- 18mm external OSB
- Vapour control layer
- 120mm PIR insulation
- 18mm external OSB
- Approved weatherproof covering

Structural calculations to be provided
for the proposed steelwork. Details
should include padstone requirements,
connection details and checks on the
supporting structure. Steelwork to be
provided with 30mins fire protection.

Proposed rafters and ceiling
joists to be 47 x 147mm at
400mm ctrs

47 x 147mm wall bearer
bolted to the existing masonry
at max. 600mm staggered
ctrs

Rainwater goods to match
existing

Rainwater goods to match
existing

Rainwater goods to match
existing

Roof tiles to match existing
and be suitable for as built
roof pitch.

Roof tiles to match existing
and be suitable for as built
roof pitch.

47 x 95mm std walls filled
with acoustic insulation and
lined with 12.5mm
plasterboard and 3mm skim.

47 x 95mm std walls filled
with acoustic insulation and
lined with 12.5mm
plasterboard and 3mm skim.

Foundations to be takken
down a minimum of 900mm
below existing ground level.
Final depth tbc by Building
control.

Floor to be formed as follows: 150mm
compacted hardcore, 25mm sand blinding,
1200 gauge DPM, 75mm PIR board, 500
gauge seperating layer, 25mm perimeter
insulation and 100mm concrete slab.

Utility layout to be
confirmed by client.Kitchen layout to be

confirmed by client.

Floor to be formed as follows: 150mm
compacted hardcore, 25mm sand blinding,
1200 gauge DPM, 75mm PIR board, 500
gauge seperating layer, 25mm perimeter
insulation and 100mm concrete slab.

Proposed rafters and ceiling
joists to be 47 x 147mm at
400mm ctrs

Proposed rafters joists to be
47 x 147mm at 400mm ctrs.
Rafters doubled up around
roof lights.

Walls to be fully filled with
cavity batts and achieve a
maximum 'U' value of
0.28w2mk.

W.C. layout to be
confirmed by client.

Proposed rafters and ceiling
joists to be 47 x 147mm at
400mm ctrs.

Provide roof with 270mm
Rockwool insulation.

Provide roof with 270mm
Rockwool insulation.

47 x 147mm wall bearer
bolted to the existing masonry
at max. 600mm staggered
ctrs

Walls to be fully filled with
cavity batts and achieve a
maximum 'U' value of
0.28w2mk.

Walls to be fully filled with
cavity batts and achieve a
maximum 'U' value of
0.28w2mk.

Insulate floor with 100mm
Rockwool or similar acoustic
insulation. 12.5mm
plasterboard to underside with
a 3mm skim.

Roof tiles to match existing
and be suitable for as built
roof pitch.

Provide lateral restraint strap
to roof at gable wall position

Provide lateral restraint strap
to roof at gable wall position
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Project: Two storey rear extension, single storey sde    
extensions, front extension, part garage conversion,
canopy to side & 1.8m timber fence to side.

KJS 1940


